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Abstract— Cloud computing is the use of computing resources via internet. we does not  need to install software on our 
computer we only use services that are given  by cloud provider. In this paper we proposed two methods PDDS and 
Seed block algorithm for data recovery   in cloud computing. The  main idea of proposed system  is that it assist the 
users to recover the files if the cloud gets cracked  because of any reason. we first created two  partition of our file 
then using AES cryptographic algorithm TPA encrypt each partition and Extract digital signature of each partition 
and store it in  cloud storage server. After that  we perform seed block on two partition  to create third partition and 
stored on backup server. our system model consist of three parts namely user machine, third party auditor(TPA) and 
cloud storage server.TPA perform operation like partitioning the data, extract digital signature of each partition, 
secret key generation for each partition ,AES encryption ,storing the partition at server, applying seed block on 
partition. this technique avoid the  local copy of data at user side.
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I.

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is definite time communication system which provide services via internet. in cloud computing there 
are three fundamental models. Infrastructure as a service(IaaS),Platform as a service (PaaS), software as  a service(SaaS).
there are four  deployment  models are public cloud, private cloud, hybrid cloud, community  cloud.

public cloud:  public cloud can be access by any user with the help of internet connection. user use fixed IP address.
private cloud:  this type of cloud established for exact organization and limit access to the  organization.
The most valuable information of user is stored on laptop or computer is get vanished because of hardware problem or 
networking problem like if the system gets bodily crashed or data gets infected then there is no other source to recover it. It is 
very boring job to manage various client records since work is done yourself and there are lots of chances of that errors can 
occur in maintaining the users and there is large data storage problem in centralized system. So the data is lost from main server 
and there is no other backup facility to restore this data. So this application provides a reasonable solution that collects data and 
sends it to a centralized storage location smartly and we can access the data remotely.

II. ARCHITECURE MODEL

A. SAAS MODEL

In this paper we implement saas. In the SaaS  model, cloud providers managed and install the application software in 
the cloud and cloud users access the software from cloud clients. The cloud users does not need to manage the 
infrastructure of cloud and platform on which the application is running.  A simple example of cloud computing is Gmail
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,Yahoo email or Hotmail etc. All you need is just an internet connection and you can start sending emails. The server and 
email management software is all on the cloud ( internet) and is totally managed by the cloud service provider Yahoo , 
Google etc. The consumer gets to use the software alone and enjoy the benefits. The analogy is , 'If you need milk , 
would you buy a cow ?' All the users or consumers need is to get the benefits of using the software or hardware of the 
computer like sending emails.

Fig 1 user interaction with server through SOAP/XML

This figure describe all about how end user interact with server. here we use various web services such as 
SOAP(simple object exchange protocol), XML(xtensible markup language ), WSDL(web service description language).
1.SOAP:

SOAP is a communication protocol between web client and web server. the information return by SOAP is in XML 
format. SOAP is communication framework on which web service can built. using SOAP end user interact with server 
and this return XML formatted document. SOAP  has its own architecture it has various layer message format, message 
exchanges pattern core transport protocol binding message dealing out models, and protocol extensibility.

2.XML:

XML is a markup language that defines a  set of laws for programming documents in a format that is both human-
readable and machine-readable. It is defined in the XML 1.0 Specification produced by the W3C, and several other 
related condition, all gratis open standards.

3.WSDL:
we will represent web services through the WSDL (web service description language). So you can give WSDL file to as 
multiple  users of different platforms and languages (.Net Clients, Mobile Clients using J2ME, Android, etc.). WSDL 
describes the service, what are the operations it does and where is it located, where as a Servlet cannot.

III. LITERATURE  REVIEW

There are many File Backup Technique  i.e  HS-DRT, ERGOT, Linux Box model, cold-hot Backup Strategy.
There are some limitation of all of this technique.

[1] HS-DRT:
HS_RDT uses very simple file back-up process, which makes use of an effective scattered data transfer system and a 
high-rate encryption technique. This backup technique follows sequences one is Backup sequence and second is 
Recovery sequence. In Backup sequence, it receives the data file to be backed-up and in Recovery Sequence, when some 
disasters occurs or occasionally, the decision-making Server starts the recover sequence. However there are some 
limitation in this model and therefore, this model is somehow unable to declare as ideal solution for back-up and 
recovery.

[2]  Linux Box model:
Linux box model is also backup and recovery system which perform recovery operation with very low cost. in this model 
protection level is very low. In this model user get relocated from one cloud service to other. Linux box solution 
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eliminate consumer’s dependency on the ISP and its linked backup cost. It can do all these at lowest cost named as  
Linux box which will sync up the data at block/file level from the cloud service provider to the consumer. It incorporates 
an application on Linux box that will carry out backing of the cloud onto local drives. The data transmission in this 
process will be secure and encrypted. The limitation we found that a consumer can backup not only the Data but  entire 
server which somehow waste the bandwidth because whenever  backup takes place it will do back-up of entire virtual 
machine.

[3] cloud data storage system
in this system  clients stores data in cloud and also they maintain data locally. so every time client  need to the data copy 
locally.
Here Partition of data provides security  and avoid local copy of data.

IV. CURRENT  METHODOLOGY 

PDDS Technique:
services that are present by PDDS.

PDDS Technique-

1 Privacy
users file and data must be sheltered from the unauthorized person, the CSP, and users that are not granted access.

2 Reliability
the data coming from various resources required to  remain unaffected on cloud servers. The data holder and certified 
users must be enabled to recognize data corruption over the CSP side.

3 Access control
Only legitimate users are permitted to access the outsourced data.

SBA system model:

The main cloud where user upload file is known as the essential warehouse and remote backup cloud is termed as remote 
warehouse. we stored our data on main cloud. we create one backup server so if file at main cloud is get damaged due to 
any reason then we easily contact that  file with the help of backup server.

Fig 2 .Architecture of Existing  PDDS System
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V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

PDDS TECHNIQUE:

To get better cloud data storage space security, we put into practice Data Partitioning Technique, Data reliability 
Checking for data storage, and end users can stores their data in cloud using some cryptographic technique for secure 
data storage.

A.  End user:
this are internet  user who want to upload or download the file from cloud server send request to TPA.

B. TPA:
partitioning of data is perform by third party auditor. it receive the file from end user then break that file into smaller part. 
it help to store data effectively. the partition file are encrypted using secret key. Then he extract digital signature of each 
partition.

C.  Cloud storage server:
managed and provide storage space for uploading ang downloading file.

Algo: partitioning algo
1. Load the client file.
2. Calculate  total size of file.
3. Partitioning file: If size<=minimum size or size>=maximum size Show error message.
Else Split file respect to number of servers with extension and index value.
4. Extract Digital Signature of each partition.
5. Generate secret key for each partition.
6. Encrypt respective partition using respective secret keys.
7. Store partition sequence, digital signature, keys and file attribute at TPA.
8. Send each partition at respective server.

Merging algo:
1. Merging file: TPA request for file partitions from servers.
2. Extract new digital signature of each partition and compare it with stored digital signature at TPA.
If new digital signature equals to stored digital signature at TPA Merge file otherwise data is corrupted.
3. Decrypt the merged file with key.

SBA algo:
This algorithm is basically for data recovery  and back-up process. This algo make use of Exclusive– OR (XOR) 
operation .For Ex- if Suppose there are two data files: P and  Q When we XOR P and Q it produced X i.e. X =P Xor Q . 
If suppose  P data file get damaged and we want our P data file reverse then we are able to get P data file back, then it is 
very easy to get back it with the help of Q and X data file .i.e. A = X Xor B. 

INITIALIZATION

Main Cloud :Mc, Remote  Cloud:  R, Client Of  main Cloud: Ci Files of client:a1,a1'
Seed Block: Si, Random  Number: Ri, Client Id: C_id.

INPUT:
a1 file is created by client Ci , r is generated at Mc.

OUTPUT:
Recovered File a1 after deletion at Mc.

GIVEN CONDITION:
only legitimate clients allow uploading, downloading and do modification on its own files only.
Step1:  when client First time uploading file one Random     number is generated using Random             

Function. int r=rand();
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Step2:Create seed block of that Client Ci and store Si at Rs.
Si=r Xor C_id (Repeat Step 2 For all Client)

Step3:Create Recovered File of a1  i.e  a1' and store at Rc
a1'=a1 Xor Si

Step4: store a1' at Rs.
Step 5:   If server crashes a1 deleted from Mc, then we do

XOR to retrieve the original a1 as a1=a1’  XOR Si;
Step 6:   Return a1 to Ci.
Step 7:  End

Fig 3 main recovery system using  PDDS and SBA  technique

above figure explain how user upload the file in cloud and how TPA  apply partitioning technique on that to produce 
unique partition. suppose  user upload file p that file is send to TPA via internet.TPA divide file p into p1 and p2 .TPA 
apply seed block on two partition  p1 and p2 to create p3. Finally p3 is stored on backup server. If  any one partition is 
get deleted or damaged by user we can get back that partition using partition copy at backup server. Here we first apply 
partition technique on file and then apply seed block to that partition.  

VI. CONCLUSION  & FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, We offer an well-organized data recovery system as well as security in cloud service. The partitioning of 
data enables storing of the data in simple and efficient manner. we have developed  this main recovery system using this 
two technique. In future same application can be made for android client. so client can do the same operation using his 
phone.
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